
What is a Community Round?
A Community Round uses Regulation Crowdfunding (Reg CF) to enable unaccredited 
investors to invest alongside VCs in privately held companies. Now companies can let 
hundreds of customers, users and community members become owners.  

Recent Regulatory Changes

Raise more money. 

You can now raise up to $5M from retail investors, with no limit through traditional Reg D. 
We move accredited investors into a Reg D with no additional fees.



One line on the cap table. 

We have the best legal structure: SPVs. We’re the only platform that uses SPVs for 
Community Rounds. Wefunder forms and manages these completely free of charge for 
every company on our platform.



Launch immediately. 

You can launch a campaign in minutes, then send out the link to let your customers 
invest. Companies can accept reservations from investors without any initial legal work.

Community Rounds are made possible and simple due to recent SEC reforms.

Community & Growth
Convert customers to investors. 

Your users and fans investing in you is powerful. When customers are owners, they stay 
loyal, spread the word, and become your biggest advocates. 



This is as much about growth as it is about fundraising. 

Brand amplification is commonly referred to as a key benefit. Companies raising with 
Wefunder do so to leverage the campaign’s marketing value, generate press, and boost 
key metrics like revenue, LTV, and active engagement.



Community Strength

Companies do a lot to grow and strengthen their community. With a Community Round, 
companies can easily turn community members into real owners in what they believe in. 
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Compliance & Legal

Pricing.

We charge $0 upfront, and a small success fee when the round closes. We don’t take equity 
and there are no fees for administration of the SPV, or set up of the concurrent Reg D.



Lead investors.

The Company designates a “Lead Investor” who holds voting power on

behalf of the other investors on Wefunder. The Lead Investor can be (almost) anyone of

the company’s choosing and they don’t need to be the largest investor in the round.



Control.

Investors in the SPV don’t have voting rights (they are delegated to the ‘lead investor’). No 
board seats are given up when a company opens a Community Round. 



Financials.

You can get started without releasing your financials. Before closing you’ll need to disclose 
two years of GAAP financials, reviewed (if you raise under $1M) or audited (if you’re raising 
over $1M). P&L can be collapsed to high level revenue, expenses and profit and loss. An 
audit typically takes about 20 hours for your VP of Ops and costs around $15k-$25k.



White-glove service

We’ll manage your entire campaign and Community Round, so you can focus on your 
company.

Who are we?
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Wefunder created this industry. And we’re the market leader by GMV. 

We started in 2012 by convincing Congress to change the laws – then spent 8 years 
lobbying the SEC to fix them. Our story is detailed in our most recent $5M funding round.



We’ve worked with the best startups, as measured by follow-on funding. 

Over $5B of funding has followed startups first funded on Wefunder. Mercury Bank 
recently raised with us, and some of our best case studies are outlined here.



We’re a Public Benefit Corp. 

We’re driven to help fix capitalism, with a goal to fund 20,000 more founders by 2029. 
Check out our impact report to see how we’re doing.

http://wefunder.com/wefunder
http://communityround.com/case_studies/mercury
https://wefunder.com/pbc

